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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No.532 of 1988
 






IN THE MATTER of the Justices Act
AND IN THE MATTER of an
appeal from a sentence imposed by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Darwin
BETWEEN:
AMANDA MAY AMBROSE
Appellant

AND:
SANDFORD PTY LTD
Respondent


CORAM:	Kearney J.



REASONS FOR DECISION
(delivered 2 June 1989)


On 23 May 1988 the appellant, an authorized officer of the Australian Tax Office, laid a complaint against the respondent. She averred under s.8ZL of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (C'th) (herein "the Administration Act") that the respondent had committed 10 offences under s.221F(14) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (C'th) (herein "the Act") in that, being a registered group
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employer which deducted tax instalments from the salary or wages it paid its employees under the PAYE system, it failed on 10 occasions between December 1986 and September 1987 to remit those deductions to the Commissioner of Taxation within the time limited by s.221F(5)(a) of the Act.

On 8 June 1988 the respondent was convicted by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Darwin of committing those offences. The Court imposed a single fine of $1500 upon the respondent. By Notice of Appeal of 1 July the appellant contended that the fine of $1500-was manifestly inadequate.


- ........; ...
THE BACKGROUND TO THE APPEAL


	The offences





.	The	particulars	of	the	offences	charged	were	as
\
\	follows:-
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Count Month in which
tax deductions made:
 Amount of	Due to deduct-	Commissioner ions:	by:
 Date of offence:
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	November 1986


	December 1986


	January 1987


	February 1987

 $1428	7 December
1986

$931	7 January
1987
$1135	7 February
1987
$648	7 March
1987
 8 December 1986

8 January 1987
8 February 1987
8 March 1987

5.	March 1987
$760
7
April 1987
8
April 1987
6.	April 1987
$.8.6.0
7
May 1987
8
May 1987
7.	May 1987:
. $1278
.. 7
June 19-87-
-8
June 1987·

8.	J-une" 1987
 $-1:1°81''-'" '	7 July::198:'J'.:._::..JkJuly:1987'.
	July 1987


	August 1987

 $1229

$845
 7 August 1987

7 September 1987
 8 August 1987

8 September 1987
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Total: $10,295



On 8 June the respondent pleaded guilty to each of the
10 charges. That is, it admitted that in each of the 10 months November 1986 - August 1987 it had deducted the respective amounts set out above, totalling $10,295, from its employees' wages as taxation deductions, and had in each case failed to remit the amount of the monthly deduction to the Commissioner by the 7th day of the following month, the
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due date under s.221F(5)(a) of the Act. It had in fact eventually paid all of the 10 amounts to the Commissioner but had paid them late, by periods varying from 1 to 5 months, as follows:-


Amount	Due to	Paid to	Payment of deduct- Commissioner	Commissioner	late ion:	by:	on:	by:

	$1428	7 December 1986	27 January 1987	7 weeks
	$ 931	7 January 1987	8 April 1987	3 months
	$1135	7 February 1987	8 April 1987	2 months

4.
$ 648
5.
$ 760
6.
$ 860
7.
$1270
·0.
$1181
9.
$1229
10.
$ 895

7 March 1987	8 April 1987	1 month
7 April 1987	8 September 1987	5 months
--.
7 May·1987
 .-   ------  --- - " -:-
. -- 8
sepfemI:ier
 
1987	4 months
7 June 1987	8 September 1987	3 months
7 July 1987	8 September 1987	2 months
7 August 1987	14 October 1987	9½ weeks
7 September 1987	14 October 1987	5 weeks





	The assessment of the fines



The question before his Worship was therefore one of assessing the proper penalty to be imposed. As the respondent is a corporation it faced a maximum fine of
$25,000 for each of the	10	offences;	see	8ZJ(9)	of	the Administration Act.
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Before the learned Magistrate submissions were directed to the level of the fines which should be imposed, and the proper approach to assessing those fines. Counsel for the complainant relied wholly on the decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia in McMillan v Bierwirth (1987) 31 A Crim R l; (1987) 88 ATC 4056. It is necessary to deal not only with the judgment of the Full Court, but also with that of the intermediate appellate Court in Bierwirth v McMillan; I deal with the latter first.

( a)	Bierwirth v McMillan (1987) 44 SASR 385
..( i).·_, l;!efore the Magistrate - -	 	


A registered group employer had been fined for committing 9 offences under s.221F(l4) of the Act, similar to those charged here.  The facts were that for a period of
9 months between January and September 1985 he had failed to remit monthly to the Commissioner the tax deductions (totalling $15,338-95) he had made from his employees' wages, within the prescribed time. He had remitted the various amounts late, by periods varying from 12 days to 2i months. He had 7 prior convictions for this type of offence, between 1981 and 1984, for which he had been fined. Section 221F(14) provided in his case for a maximum fine of
$5,000 for each offence.







The learned Magistrate imposed fines totalling $12850 for the 9 offences, having taken into account in doing so, at the request of the parties, 5 further offences under s.221F(14) of the Act, committed between December 1985 and May 1986 involving a total sum of $10,802-25. In taking these offences into_account, he made it clear that he had increased the total fine by $4000 beyond the $8850 he would otherwise have imposed.

His Worship p.pproached the.calculation of -the fines as follows.		He	considered that FCT v Hagidimitriou (1985) 16 ATR	83.9	and . FCT v V-iergever	(1985): 40	SASR	56,	cases involvj.n_g_p_ros cution.s._.under--.s-.-llC -of-- the Admin·istration Act, . laid		down .-guidelines · -applicable	to	prosecutions	under s.221F(14) of the Act.


Hagidimitriou (supra) involved failures by 15 persons to file income tax returns, after notice. Zelling J set out, with many qualifications, 3 ranges of monetary penalties, in light of a 1984 amendment increasing the ma::tiiii.wn penalty from .$200 to $2000 for a first offence, to
$4000 where there had been a prior relevant offence within 5 years, and to $5000 for a third offence. His Honour examined a list of penalties imposed in other States and Territories and considered that magistrates should in general consider for "run-of-the-mill cases of first offender" a fine of $240-$500, as a starting point "from
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which one either increases or reduces the fine because of the circumstances of the particular case". In cases where there had been a previous offence, the starting point should be $500-$1000; and for a third offence, $1000-$2000.


In Viergever (supra) O'Loughlin J. considered and formulated ranges of penalties for "sales tax offences", under s.BC of the Administration Act. The respondent had been convicted on 4 charges; the first carried a maximum penalty of $2000, and the other 3 a maximum of $4000. He had earlier convictions under repealed legislatio . The appellant submitted that "sales tax offences" should carry a
higher	file_12.png

 failure to lodge income tax returns on their due	date.	ne·
relied, inter alia, on an analogy with the present type of case - employers who did not pay group tax deducted from their employees' wages - "a more serious offence than the failure on the part of a taxpayer to lodge his income tax return on the due date". O'Loughlin J considered that there was substance in the appellant's submissions, and accepted that "sales tax offences" should, in general, attract a higher tariff than "income tax offences". His Honour considered that a run-of-the-mill first "sales tax offence" should carry a fine between $350 and $700, subject to the qualifications mentioned by Zelling J. in Hagidimitriou
(supra), while a second such offence  an.    ..a     later occasion
I
should carry a fine between $2000 and $3000.
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I note that the fixing of tariffs in this manner by "guideline" judgments has been subjected to some criticism. In O'Brien V ADC Sport Pty Ltd (1988) 20 ATR 158 at p.161 Underwood J referred to the guidelines set out by Zelling J in Hagidimitriou (supra), carefully qualified as they were, as follows:-

"With very great respect to his Honour, it is not the function of the judiciary to state what range of penalties should be adopted in future cases. In the case of statutory offences it is for the legislature alone to specify.the appropriate range of penalties. The function of. the judiciary is to decide, in accordance with law, each dispute when it is brought before a court for adjudication. Had parliament intended the range of penalties to be as  declared by
Zelling J,	it	could have easily done so.	Parliament
..clearly intended-that, in each case, the fine would be the sum determined appropriate by the exercise of a judicial discretion, unfettered by statutory constraint except with respect to a maximum sum. By the doctrine of precedent, the common law identifies the matters relevant to the proper exercise of that discretion and the weight that should be attached to each of those matters. I regret that I find myself unable to subscribe to the views of his Honour with respect to an appropriate range of penalties except in so far as they were necessary for the determination of the case before him. His Honour did state that nothing he said was intended to fetter the individual sentencing discretion •••


I respectfully disagree with those views expressed by O'Loughlin Jin Viergever's case and Millhouse J in FCT v Simmons  (1987) 18 ATR 528; 87 ATC 4340,  which
endorsed the observations of Zelling J with respect to the range of penalties to be applied in future cases."


With respect, I consider that the fixing by appellate Courts of guidelines in the qualified way that	Zelling J	adopted,
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preserving the sentencer's discretion, is pennissible and desirable. It is clearly necessary that Courts of Summary Jurisdiction have in mind a penalty range or tariff for offences of the common type there in question. Only .if there are standards customarily observed in sentencing for such offences, can a fair measure of consistency be attained in sentencing as between courts. The attaining of that consistency is a requirement essential to justice, as Underwood J pointed out at p.161; see Lowe v The Queen (1984) 154 CLR 606 at pp.610-11, per Mason J.

As Thomas points out in "Principles of Sentencing"
(2nd e_d._"" 197_9J_._at p., i9._ - :. ·::_ -:-.·'-·· _- - _--: -:- - --- -· -- ---


"Properly used [the principles of the tariff] offer ·a basis for maintaining consistency in the sentencing of different offenders, while observing · reTevant distinctions, making appropriate allowances for individual factors and preserving adequate scope for the exercise of judicial discretion."


It is clearly desirable that there should be a similarity of approach by State or Territory Courts, when sentencing for offences against Commonwealth Acts; see R v Jackson (1972) 4 SASR 81 at pp.91-92, for the proper approach.

As will be seen, the Supreme Court held that his Worship was in error in treating Hagidimitriou and Viergever (supra) as providing guidelines for sentencing for offences under s.221F(l4).







(ii) Before the Supreme Court


The group employer appealed on the ground that the aggregate fine of $12850 was manifestly excessive. Von  Doussa J. allowed the appeal, set aside the fines  and imposed a single fine of $4500.

His	Honour	referred --to	Hagidimitriou and Viergever (supra) and discussed at length the general guidelines which should be observed by courts when imposing  fines for failure by group employers to remit tax instalment deductions within the		time limited by.s.2.21F(5}{a)- of'the-c:Act. -·He concluded, after discussing- the factors -he -.considered re'levant --to-··-the - proper:: e-x€rcise-of the sentencing discretion in such cases, that the fine imposed should predominantly reflect the -·loss· - to	the revenue and the length of delay in any payment 	His Honour said at p.388:-

"In my view	the	late	payment	penalties	for	which s.221F provides contain an important key."


This "key" of "late payment penalties" is as follows.


Apart from the fines resulting from a criminal prosecution under s.221F(14), s.221F(l2)(b)(ii) of the Act provides that where a group employer does not remit tax instalment deductions to the Commissioner by the 7th day of


--------·	·-	.

'



the following month, (that is, where it does not comply with s,221F(S)(a) of the Act) it is liable to pay the Commissioner an administrative or statutory penalty for that failure. This late payment penalty has 2 components, viz:-

	a flat rate penalty equal to 20% of the amount of the unpaid taxation deduction; and


	an amount varying over time, in effect, interest, calculated at the rate of 20% per annum, on the sum total of so much of the unpaid taxation deduction and the flat rate penalty, as remains unpaid, computed from the date payment was due to the Commissioner.


His Honour referred to the power of	the	Commissioner under	s.221N	of	the Act to refrain from exacting the late
·--- ---=---  ----.'.':.·=-·-.::  :-·- ""   --_     .-  -   ·.,     ---	--- ..  --
payment penalties and to the self-imposed guidelines he observed in practice when exercising that abatement power, as set out in Taxation Ruling No.IT2171. That Ruling provides, in brief, that the Commissioner will usually automatically abate the flat rate penalty from 20% to 4%, but will not abate any part of the variable (interest) component. His Honour commented at p.389:-

"If that is the practice of the Commissioner in my view it is contrary to s.221NB which draws no distinction between the two different penalties imposed by subs 12(b)(ii). In my opinion, the effect of s.212NB (sic) is to render both kinds of penalty under subs (12) as an alternative penalty to prosecution for the penalty provided in subs (14)."
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After discussing the basis on which the Commissioner approached prosecutions under s.221F(14) of the Act, his Honour said at p.390:-


"I consider that a penalty should be structured in subs (12) penalty.
 
imposed upon a	prosecution a way which relates to the

This means that predominant factors in fixing penalty will be the amount of the deductions for the relevant month, or  months, which are withheld, and the length of the period during which they are withheld, beyond the due date for payment. ---Presumably the option of prosecution is there to enable court imposed sanctions to apply to serious cases and cases of persistent offending, where the group employer has not responded appropriately to the imposition and enforcement of the subs (12) penalty." .(emphasis mine)
-  ··-·,     ..	.".   -      ..     "   .. --
His-:-Hon_our then re(erred:c:to ,,-1::-b. -:./'J;ielpful guidance" ,of -· observations	by		Brinsden J	in Bella Guarda Farm Pty Ltd v Flanagan (1977) 16 ALR 716 and		Karlovsky Plumbers Pty Ltd v Hubbard	(1982)	12 ATR 871, cases involving appeals against penalties imposed  for contraventions of ss 221G and 221F	of the Act respectively, and continued at p.391:-

"The		penalty			[under	s.221F(14)]		should reflect the loss to the revenue, and will therefore vary according to	the amount of 'tax' •involved and the length of the delay		in				payment.			There should be a deterrent-- component.			These	factors give a starting point from which to assess the fine, but they are	not	the		only factors.		Karlovsky Plumbers (supra) illustrates that the		court		must		have		regard	to			the			degree			of seriousness			of	the offending conduct in the scale of seriousness		of		offences	which	may		occur	under s.221F(5)(a)." (emphasis mine)


------------·	.	·········,,- ··--



His Honour concluded, at pp.391-2:-


"In my opinion, the late payment penalties now imposed by force of s.221F(l2) should provide the starting point for assessing penalty for a prosecution under subs (14). From this starting point the sentencing tribunal may then be moved either to increase or reduce the monetary fine according  to  other relevant factors which arise on the circumstances of the particular case." (emphasis mine)


Having referred to the fact that the penalty under s.221F(l2) was subject to the abatement provision in s.221N, his Honour considered (at p.392) that the practice of the Commissioner on abatement, as set out in Taxation Ruling
-
No.IT2171, required emphasis "if even-handed	penalties	are
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-	- -· ----· ..
to be imposed on all group employers".	His Honour commented at p.393:-

"The Commissioner's guidelines recognise that the mechanical application of a flat 20 per cent penalty may result in excessive penalties, hence the guideline in par.23 that the flat rate penalty may be remitted down to a level equivalent to 4 per cent flat of the unpaid amount of the  deductions  It is to be expected that the 'soft options' recognized in these guidelines will have been tried on earlier occasions, before an offender is prosecuted. Generally speaking, the sentencing court should assume this and have regard to the 20 per cent flat penalty unless there are facts brought to its attention which establish that the offender has not previously been shown administrative leniency under s.221N." (emphasis mine)


His Honour considered (at p.393) that where a group employer contended that he had been wrongly denied the leniency  provided  for under  the guidelines of Ruling No.
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1T2171, it was for the court to decide whether he should be extended leniency; the court might, for example, consider that on the particular facts, "to have regard to a 20 per cent flat penalty would be patently unfair". At p.394 his Honour said:-

"There may be grounds to use a lower percentage [than the 20% flat rate]. All other relevant circumstances must then be considered which may in a particular case influence the sentencing tribunal to impose a higher or lower fine, or perhaps to depart significantly from the amount of the statutory penalty which would otherwise apply." (emphasis mine)


At pp.394-5 hi	Honour ·spelled	out	in	detail	3	factors
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need -for the fine to be a deterrent, the particular circumstances surrounding the commission of the offence charged, and the general principle that while punishment should fit the crime and the circumstances of the offender as nearly as may be, the fine imposed should be the minimum consistent with a due regard for the public interest. His Honour observed at p.395 that "in a particular case the leniency reposed in courts under ss.19B and 20 of the Crimes Act 1914 may even be exercised"; the former provides for the discharge of offenders without proceeding to conviction, and the latter for the conditional release of offenders after conviction.
--------------	--	""--•------




In considering the factor that the fine imposed by the Court be such as to be a deterrent, it is clear that his Honour had in mind personal deterrence, and not general deterrence. His Honour said at p.394:-

"	it is	important	to	recognize	that	Parliament itself		has deemed a 20 per cent flat penalty to be an appropriate maximum deterrent in	the		ordinary	case. Care		must	be	taken	not		to	double			the		deterrent component.	The statutory penalty imposed by subs (12) provides a general deterrent to other group employers. The deterrent purpose of the subs (14) penalty should be directed rather to the particular offender.• (emphasis mine)


- -
As will be seen, the Full court	considered - that	this 'was-
erroneous,	and	that· the	perfalty	uriaer ·s.221F(-14)--s:tiouid provide for both forms of deterrence.

His  Honour  also  observed  (at file_22.png

                    when deciding upon the fine attention had to be given to "the
standards for sentences customarily observed with respect to contraventions of s.221F(5)(al" so as -

" •.• to ensure a fair measure of consistency between penalties imposed in the Courts: R v Morse (1979) 23 SASR 88.
But the difficulty is to determine what the	customary standards are."


It	was	clearly	to		this end that by consent a schedule of fines imposed	for		offences	under	s.221F(14)	during	the
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period	July	1985-June 1986 was received in evidence by his Honour.		However as his Honour pointed out at p. 396:-


".•.the schedule did not disclose the deductions	withheld,	or the duration payment".
 
amount	of	the of the delay in


These were matters vital to penalty. As a result, his Honour• ·· was unable to "draw any conclusion from the schedule",.and said at p. 396"l-

.'" ••.In -.practica·l ·· terms  I  am  unable · to·    -  see   how sufficient information could be adduced to establish a 'standard' .for this type of offence. I suspect the use of tables containing inadequate information is more likely to divert the course of justice than to aid it."


His Honour then rejected a submission that Hagidimitriou (supra) and Viergever (supra) provided guidelines as to the "tariff" for the fines which should be imposed for offences under s.221F(l4). His Honour stressed
(at p. 397) that -


"••• great care must be taken that guidelines of the kind suggested in those cases do not become inevitable yardsticks. Both cases stress that the particular circumstances of an offence, and the circumstances of this offence, may require different penalties.


I consider it would be undesirable to attempt to suggest a set tariff or range of penalties for s.221F(5)(a) offences. The approach which I have suggested in this judgment provides guidelines, but will inevitably lead to quite different results from
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case to case depending on the circumstances and seriousness of each particular offence." (emphasis mine)


His Honour considered that it was correct in the particular circumstances for the Magistrate to have taken the other 5 offences into account, because both parties had asked him to do so; as will be seen, the Full Court considered that this was the second error in his Honour's approach. However, he considered that the aggregate fine of
$12850	was	nevertheless	manifestly	excessive.	At
pp. 399-400 his Honour found that the Magistrate's error lay in accepting -

" that there was· an appropriate tariff '· or ·· level of fine which was unrelated to a consideration of the statutory pena·lty which· would otherwise have applied under s.221F(12)." (emphasis mine)


On the facts the statutory penalty under s.221F(12) "would at the most be in the order of $5700". His Honour considered this figure "an appropriate starting point from which to judge  the appropriate  fine"  and  observed  (at p 401) :-

"It must be remembered that within this figure substantial deterrent 'penalty' which fulfills general deterrent purpose of punishment•••"
 is a the









As	noted	earlier,	this	observation	was later held to be erroneous.


His Honour then referred to several matters in favour of the appellant, and considered that a fine of $4500 was appropriate.


I turn next to the decision by the Full Court on the further appeal.




(b) McMillan v Bierwirth (1987) 31 A Crim R 1
--------   ---·-·---     -----------· --  _--.	-
------·--   '        -  -. -      -    ,_.,
 ,,_. 	_
- .	-.-
 ..:-...:...·     -
The Full Court held that the Magistrate should not have disregarded the provisions of s.221F(12) when deciding on the fines to impose. It considered that von Doussa J was correct in his view that the late payment penalties under s.221F(12) contained an important key to the principles applicable to the fixing of penalties in prosecutions for the late remission of deducted tax instalments by registered group employers. It agreed that the administrative penalty structure should lead a court to treat the amount of tax deducted and unpaid to the Commissioner, and the period for which it was unpaid, as the predominant factors in assessing the penalty under s.22l(F)(14).
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The Full Court considered that the statutory late payment penalties provided a predominant starting point for the calculation of the fine, which should also contain some element to provide for general deterrence.

Johnston J noted at p.8 that all amounts of tax deducted had been paid before the complaint was laid, and that the defendant had admitted 9 previous convictions for tax offences, including 7 for failing to pay group tax deducted. At p.16 his Honour..said:-


"Here,-the Parliament- has recorded its:·own view· by way of its own statutory  penalties as to what	it	regards
:as:·c::the-	mtrst-c::::important-elements··of-::-th·e breach.of the·· _ section.		And  clearly, it treats	the	most	important elements		as. ,the ----amount:c-·-of-tax ·hot'reniitted and·the period for which it is not remitted."



Hence his Honour considered at p.17 -


"  that von Doussa J was correct  in  thinking  that the scheme of statutory penalty provides the appropriate starting point for penalty on conviction."


As noted, the Full Court also considered that the penalty imposed under s.221F(l4) should reflect an element of general as well as particular deterrence. It approached the calculation of the proper penalty in the case before it as follows. The aggregate amount of tax not remitted on time was $15,300; the 20% flat rate statutory penalty
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(s.221F(12)(b)(ii) (Al)   would		therefore		amount	to	$3,060. The	penalty		interest (s.221F(12)(b)(ii)(B)) was calculated at $250.	The total was $3310.			On that basis and in all the circumstances			- .there		was no suggestion.that the taxpayer was doing other than his very			best		to	keep		up			with		his payments while at the same time keeping his business running in difficult circumstances - the Full Court considered	that the	penalty		imposed	by von Doussa J of $4,500 was in fact reasonable, for the 9 offences charged.	In arriving at that figure	von	Doussa J .had	in fact taken into account the 5 additional offences involving a late payment	of		$10802-25; the	Full		Court	held		that ·ttiey	could... not be. taken ..into account:,·· because -:-of .:.£ailure·.-;:to -··comply:. with·-::mandatory· statutory· -procedures.·- So		the·· basis for the·Full Court's· view that the penalty of $4,500 was correct, was different to that of von Doussa J; it did not take account of the other 5 offences, and it took account of the need for an element of general deterrence.

I now return to the present case.




	The submissions to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction



Counsel for the complainant/appellant informed his Worship that in cases of late remission of tax instalment deductions which were not brought before the Court, the
---------········-·-	--------



administrative flat rate penalty of 20% was remitted to 4%, while the penalty interest rate was applied in full. This practice presumably flows from para.23 of Taxation Ruling IT 2171, which sets out guidelines for the remission allowed by s.221N. Paras 22-27 and 29 of Ruling IT 2171 are set out in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at pp.392-3. I note that in McMillan v Bierwirth (supra) Johnston J said at p.20 that -

" I do not think that the court should attach more than minimal significance to the remitting policy of the Commissioner as it exists at any particular time".


Counsel for the complainant told his Worship that in

the	event	of	the	Cour_t im_p0 !3i _ng	a	penalty, the _amount of
-- :..::      -::.,:_        :       +	0	0
penalty which had already been paid by the respondent for the late payments would be repaid to it; presumably this is pursuant to s.221NB(2) of the Assessment Act.

I note at this point that in this case if the administrative penalties were calculated on the simple basis of the flat statutory penalty of 20% under s.221F(12)(b)(ii)(A), combined  with  the  penalty interest
under s.221F(12)(n)(ii)(BI of 20% per annum, the tc;,tal penalty to be imposed  for the 10 offences would appear to be
$2557.92 made up as follows:-
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Amount due:
Payment
late by
Flat 20% penalty
Penalty interest
Total Penalty
(al

(b)
on [(a)+(b)]


l.

$1428

7

weeks

$ 285.60

$ 46.14
$ 331.74
2.
$ 931
3
months
$ 186.20
$ 55.90
$ 242.10
3.
$1135
2
months
$ 227.00
$ 45.40
$ 272.40
4.
$ 648
l
month
$ 129.60
$ 12.96
$ 142.56
5. $ 760
5 months	$ 152.00

~-------
$ 76.00	$ 228.
6. $ 860
4  months	$ 172.00

$ 68.80
$ 240.80
7. $1270
3 months	$ 254.00

$76.20
$ 330.20
8. $1181
2 months	$ 236.20

$47.24
$ 283.44

•·••.":::C--,-.-- 
,i....=;.'""'"••	-  -	... ---. --
. -------- -
- - -- - -----
- ----- - - ·--- -
9. $1181
9½ weeks	$ 236.20

$51.78
$ 287.98
10. $ 845
5 weeks	$ 179.00

$19.70
$ 198.70
Total:
$2057.80

$500.12
$2557.92

s.221F(l2)(b) (ii)A)   s.221(F)(12)(b)(ii)(B)

































However, the parties have proceeded on the basis that the correct figure is $2455.82, not $2557.92, and I adopt their basis.

Counsel for the complainant submitted to the learned Magistrate that to determine the appropriate penalty to be imposed for the 10 offences, the commencing point should be this total administrative penalty of $2455.82; any further amount which the Court considered necessary for the purposes
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of deterrence should then be added to this amount. He noted that for a corporation (as the defendant was) the maximum penalty was $25,000 for each offence; see s.8ZJ(9) of the Administration Act. He submitted that a single penalty for all 10 offences should be imposed, pursuant to s.221W of the Act.

Mr Kimber, counsel for the defendant, then put the following matters in mitigation. The respondent was a small Territory company which had operated a small family business for some 14 years. - It usually-employed 3 persons, 2 of whom were Mr and ,Mrs Sandford who were its -shareholders Until -
September-- 1987 -Mr -and Mrs_Sandford believ.ed,that altheugh they -were not-'remitting the deductions by the proper monthly date,- - -they · would		thereby	be faced only with late payment penalties and not a prosecution.	Since they-became aware in September	1987		that	they also faced prosecution, they had made their remittances on time, except on one occasion	when they	were		1 or 2 days late.	They had been required to pay the late payment penalties from time to time	and		had	done so, in the "not insignificant" total amount of $708.70.		All monthly amounts required to be remitted		had	in	fact	been re itted,	though		late;	the	last	of	the ten amounts the subject of the charges had been remitted 7 months before the Complaint	was	laid on 23 May 1988.		The Sandfords remitted as much as they could, whenever funds		became		available		to them.		The respondent had never been prosecuted before and,
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as noted above, it had, since the times of the			offences		in question, seen to it that the remissions were sent in by the due date.	Had the Sandfords been aware that they	might	be prosecuted		as		well	as	having		to		pay		the		late payment penalties which they were being	charged	and	paying,	they would	not		have continued to be late with their remissions. In the light of their honest though		mistaken	understanding of	the		way the system worked, an understanding which until September		1987		had	come	about		through		their	receiving demands		for,	and paying, late payment penalties, their actions over the 10-months in question should be treated as a single breach, as a number of instances flowing from a single misunderstanding, and not as a series of deliberate and flagrant breaches. He submitted that "they had been lulled into a false understanding" of their position. The total penalty should therefore be reduced.

The respondent  had  no  professional  bookkeeper; Mrs Sandford attended to the bookkeeping, had had no formal business training, and thus did not appreciate the respondent's liability to prosecution in addition to the late payment penalties.

In effect, Mr Kimber submitted that while the commencing point for the calculation of penalty for the first offence charged could be $331.74, the 10 offences should then be treated as a single offence, and due to the
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mitigating factors he had put forward the penalty imposed should be reduced. He submitted that the total figure of
$2455.82 was an inappropriate basis for the calculation of penalty, and that an appropriate basis would be the penalty for one offence only.

Neither counsel referred to the matter of whether any warning had been given to the respondent prior to September 1987; in the absence of any reference to that in the statement of facts, the only proper approach on which to proceed is that no such.prior warning was given.

-·
. ·-._·· - .-·_; .---- - ----.- -..- --

	The Magistrate's decision



The	learned	Magistrate	noted		that		von Doussa Jin Bierwirth v McMillan (supra)	considered	that	a		deterrent factor was already built into the statutory penalties.		That is correct; at p.394 his Honour said	that		"the		flat	rate penalty	is		intended	as	a	deterrent",		and		n			it	is important to recognise that Parliament itself has		deemed		a
20 per cent flat penalty to be an appropriate maximum deterrent in the ordinary case". His Honour had said at p.394:-

"Care must be taken not to double the deterrent component. The statutory penalty imposed by subs (12) provides a general deterrent to other group employers. The deterrent purpose of the subs (14) penalty should
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be directed rather to the particular offender.• (emphasis mine)


It seems that while his Worship had been handed a copy of Bierwirth v McMillan (supra), he did not have a copy of the judgment of the Full Court. The Full Court had qualified the observations of von Doussa J, in McMillan v Bierwirth (supra); Johnston J said at p.18:

	the penalty in respect of an offender whose offending is such as to justify prosecution, must have an element of deterrence directed towards those who might otherwise be inclined to offend to the point where they too would become liable to prosecution •••

-,the- penalty should -have. some general deterrent -aspect-- as well as the	particular	deterrent	aspect	to	the
- partic-ular--defendant."	- --· --· -- - - ----- --
-   ---- _,        -.-..	---

His Honour concluded at p.19:-


	von Doussa J was •.• in error in thinking that the penalty following conviction did not have to reflect general deterrence."



His	Worship	accepted what Mr Kimber had submitted as
	to Mrs Sandford's honest but mistaken understanding that late payment attracted only the statutory late payment penalties.


His Worship noted.that the complainant's submission was that, applying McMillan v Bierwirth (supra), the fine should be $2455.82 plus some additional amount by way of
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deterrence. His Worship raised with counsel whether he should impose a fine of the order of $3000 to take account of the required element of deterrence, or whether he should
discount	that	amount	to	reflect	the	matters mitigation to him.
 put	in


His Worship then cited a passage in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at p.395 where von Doussa J referred to the "golden rule in sentencing", quoting from Yardley v Betts (1979) 22 SASR 108 at pp.112-113. His Worship decided to impose an overall single penalty of $1500, together with costs of $251 he considered that this was a case "clearly
at	the	other end of the scale [from a 'worst case')",
	·-------------

and that the penalty he imposed re-fleeted-


	the seriousness of this offence, ••• the factors that surrounded these offences, the  amounts involved, the periods involved •••".






THE APPEAL


The appellant conceded that the penalty of $1500 should not be increased unless the Court considered that it was manifestly inadequate.

The correct approach to an appeal under sl63(1)(a) of the Justices Act against penalty is, I consider, set out in Mason v Pryce (1988) 53 NTR 1 at p.7:-









"••• since the determination of - sentence is a discretionary judgment, this Court should not interfere b substituting its own judgment ••• unless it is first satisfied that the Magistrate fell into error and improperly exercised his sentencing discretion."


See also the authorities cited in R v Anzac (1987) 50 NTR 6 at pp.11-12.

It is frequently more difficult to detect error said to be evinced by manifest inadequacy of penalty, and there is an "understandable reluctance" to do so; see R v Holder and Johnston (1983) 3 NSWLR 245 at pp.254-6, per Street CJ.
To determine whether a sentence is manifestly inadequate, it
. '	.--- :
is file_43.png

         necessary to view it in the perspective of the
.  •_;-;  ., ·-=-  ..	- --	.
maximum sentence prescribed by law for the offence, the standards of sentencing customarily observed in relation to the offence, the place which the particular conduct occupies in the scale of seriousness of offences of the type charged,
·-.and the personal circumstances	of	the	offender;	see	R v
is clear from	House v The King
Morse (supra). The Notice of Appeal does not assign any specific error.  However,.-(">¥t	 	
I   ,,,,
•· .
(1936) 55 CLR 499 at p.50 -;t;:hat the sentence itself "if upon
the facts it is unreasonable or plainly unjust", may indicate that the sentencing discretion has not been properly exercised. See also Cranssen v The King (1936) 55 CLR 509 at p.520, affirming that error in the sentencing discretion is established if  in  all  the  circumstances a
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sentence	is	manifestly	excessive;	similarly, where it is manifestly inadequate.

I accept that there is no distinction to be drawn between an appeal by the Commissioner of Taxation and an appeal by the Crown; see Richardson v Sweeney, unreported, Martin J, 24 November 1987, at p.23.

Mr.Trigg of CounseF for tlie appellant,=-· sought to argue the appeal on	the	basis	of	specific	errors.	Any	such grounds	should		be- specifically	set ·out·in the Notice·of Appeal; see s;l72(1)(b) of the Justices Act.	Mr Coulehan of Counsel.=..:.,for :theC   ·respondent_:gJJ..i..te=ighl:l.y..:..ah.j.ec.ted··to this'... approach; in the resuit, however, I permitted the grounds to be argued.




The appellant's case


The appellant's case was as follows. The Commissioner could have imposed a total of $2455.82 by way of administrative penalties, had he proceeded under s.221F(12) of the Assessment Act. Had he done so, his current policy was to remit 80% of the flat 20% penalty (that is, reducing it to 4%), while charging the interest penalty at the rate of 20% per annum. The Commissioner had instead ultimately elected to prosecute under s.221F(14) of the Act. The
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"appropriate starting point" in the computation of the penalty is the sum of $2455.82; see McMillan v Bierwirth (supra) at p.17. The Court should then consider the need for general deterrence, the circumstances in which the offences were committed and the need that punishment fit the crime. The learned Magistrate had erred in that he did not proceed to the "starting point", failed to give adequate weight to the deterrent aspects of the penalty to be imposed, failed to give proper weight to the need for consistent penalties throughout Australia for this offence, and gave too much weight to the personal circumstances of the respondent. An appropriate penalty, applying the approach set out in McMillan v Bierwirth (supra), would be of the. order o.f $3000c..·..	-----···- --- ---




The respondent's case


The respondent's case was as follows.


An appeal under s.163(1) of the Justices Act is an appeal in the strict sense; I accept that. On an appeal on the basis that a penalty is manifestly inadequate the appellant has to show that the penalty was clearly and obviously (and not simply arguably) inadequate; see R v Anzac (supra) at pp.11-12. I also accept that propostiion.
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The sum of $2455.82 was only a "starting point" for consideration of the appropriate penalty. In the particular circumstances of this case there were factors which mitigated the penalty to be imposed, and which the learned Magistrate must properly have taken into account, viz:-

	The absence of any prior warnings by the Commissioner and the defendant's honest though mistaken assumption from the course of conduct adopted, that only the administrative penalties levied would be imposed.


	The fact that remissions of penalty had been made.




	The	absence	of	any respondent.

 
prior	convictions	of	the


	The fact that the respondent was a small family company struggling to make the payments.


	The fact that the respondent had complied with the requirements since September 1987 when it first became aware that it was liable to prosecution.



\		As	to	mitigating	factor	(2) submitted		that	the	Court	should
 
above,	Mr Coulehan take	account	of	the
administrative		practice	in	remitting	penalties.	The argmnent	was	as follows.		The appeal is on the ground that







the penalty imposed is manifestly inadequate. To establish such a ground an appellate Court is usually referred to a tariff. In this case, the appellant relied on the administrative penalties as constituting the tariff. Hence the fact that in practice these penalties were applied at a reduced level was important as constituting the real tariff, and his Worship could have taken that into account, though in fact he clearly did not.

I accept that this may be so in some cases, as von Doussa J indicated in Bierwirth v McMillan. (supra), ·but· I consider that .his -.Honour's remarks·.at·p·;390 apply to this
case, viz.:
 ·-·--   ·-·----  --,,,·····-	. '   ,-     ,•:         - .
;     .   '   .. ..-   "   ..   ·-:

"Generally speaking, the sentencing court should assume this [that is, that late payment penalties at the reduced rate a·s per Taxation Ruling No.17. 2171 will already have been applied] and have regard to the
20 per cent flat penalty [in calculating the fine] unless there are facts brought to its attention which establish that the offender has not previously been shown administrative leniency under s.221N."


No such facts were brought to the attention of the learned Magistrate in this case, so as to warrant this use of some percentage lower than 20%.

Mr Coulehan submitted that in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) the appellant had 7 relevant prior convictions, while the respondent here had none. I accept that this







constitutes a mitigating factor in this case; the absence of prior transgressions means that there is no need to impose a greater penalty so as to deter from further offending. I also note that in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) the appellant had been warned of the risk of prosecution, while that was not said to have occurred in this case.




CONCLUSIONS


I	consider	that	the	decision	of -the- Full--C-ourt -in
.	--	-  -	- -·
McMillan v Bierwirth (supra) should guide the approach to be
adopted in imposing a penalty for this type of offence. The Full Court affirmed the "central thesis" of von Doussa J in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra), that the late payment penalties in s.221F(12) of the Act should provide the starting point for the assessment of penalty in a prosecution under s.221F(l4). However, it considered that the penalty following conviction should also contain an element to provide for general deterrence.

I consider that the laying down of general guidelines, as was done in Bierwirth v McMillan, subject to the careful qualifications therein as to the preservation of the sentencing discretion of the Magistrate, is both desirable and necessary. The guidelines should not become "inevitable yardsticks", any more than a tariff, as von Doussa J







stressed in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at p.397. Contrary views have been expressed elsewhere to the use of statutory penalties as a starting point: see R v Milbern Investments Ltd  (1981)  3  Cr.App.R.(S) 107 (C.A.) per Watkins LJ, at
p.110: and cf. the observations  in Sumarah (1970)	5	c.c.c.
317 at pp.327-8. Moreover, as von Doussa J pointed out in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at p.394, when treating the statutory penalty as the "starting point" -
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"All other relevant circumstances -must then be considered which may in a particular case  influence the sentencing tribunal---to impose a·Ch-igher-or-'lbwer fine, or perhaps to depart s gnificantly from the amount· ·of the-statutory penalty which would otherwise apply".


His Honour noted that those factors included the need for the penalty to be a deterrent, the circumstances surrounding the commission of the offence, and the "golden rule" in sentencing. As to the need for an element of personal deterrence, the past history of offending would assume particular importance. His Honour considered that the means of the offender would often be an important consideration.


The guideline approach in McMillan v Bierwirth (supra) was last discussed in FCT v Manos Breeder Farms Pty Limited (1988) 19 ATR 1685. That case involved 4 charges similar to those in this case. The appellant contended that a penalty equal at least to the statutory penalty (in that case,
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$72,000) should have been imposed. The Magistrate had imposed fines aggregating $15,000. Von Doussa J found that the Magistrate had exceeded his sentencing discretion by reducing the fines to the extent he had, from the •starting point". His Honour allowed the appeal and imposed a fine of
$72,000, holding that that statutory penalty provided the appropriate "starting point" and that even though there were factors favourable to the defendant, the countervailing need to giye _weight to the_ l m nts of_ pe sonal and general deterrence meant that no reduction below the statutory penalty - was.justified. In that case the .respondErnt,ha,d had
2 relevant prior convictions and had _been "warned by T.axation. Inspectors '. of	-a',-prosecution.c:--c'fl;,l.e =Magistrate.- had.,f,o.un<'L.no actual.dishonesty, that the.instalments were outstanding-for about a month, and that the respondent had been experiencing
liquidity problems	He treated the offences9_
 $ _disclosing a
course of misconduct. Von Doussa J considered that none of these matters, in the circumstances, bearing in mind the countervailing aspect of the need for deterrence, warranted a reduction in the penalty below the starting point.

His Honour noted that the result of applying McMillan v Bierwirth (supra) was that the penalty on conviction should bear a relationship to the statutory penalty, consistency between these 2 penalties being the predominant consideration, and not the relationship of the penalty imposed with the maximum penalty provided for by the statute. I respectfully agree with this important point.
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I consider that the learned Magistrate followed the general approach outlined by von Doussa Jin Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) and ultimately considered that he should reduce the fine below the "starting point" on the basis of the mitigating factors which he found relevant  and applicable on  the facts of this particular case.  However, it appears that his Worship, in following the approach  of von Doussa J, did not consider that one esi;ential element in the assessment of thepena).ty was the .need to deter- others; as the Full- Cour - made clear. In sentencing for revenue offences such as this, the need for general deterrence   must
be emphasized. The penalty must be severe enough to bring home  to  offende!s.....c•aI.ld-, otl}§!;!:S-:.d:hat.·· such  pehay 2_u:i: =- ii;
essentially. criminal_tn haracter. In failing to take that important element into consideration, his Worship fell into error and the exercise of his sentencing _disc:i::etiQ,L:was thereby vitiated; accordingly it is for this Court to exercise the sentencing discretion, form its own view of the appropriate penalty and proceed accordingly. I turn to consider what penalty is appropriate.

Ultimately, the only relevant question on sentencing is this: what is the punishment which fits the crime and the circumstances of the offender, while being the minimum consistent with a due regard for the public interest?
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The starting point for	consideration	of	the	single penalty	to	be	imposed for these 10 offences is the sum of
$2455.82, being the parties' agreed calculation of the applicable administrative penalties under s.221F(12), placed before his Worship. The penalty to be imposed should contain an element reflecting the loss to the revenue; accordingly, it takes into account the amount involved (here, $10295)  and  the length of the delay in payment in
each case (from 1 to 5 months). These factors are  necessarily taken into account when arriving at the starting point.


0 In my'opin'itm this•'case •-"•'Cannot.-, be"''-classified --tis a - "serious• exampre··of what -is·-in ariy even:t a sei'ious.offence;· Nor is it a case of intentional "persistent offending",
because it was open to the learned Magistrate to accept, as he did, the genuineness of the Sandfords' misunderstanding of their position. Further, this was the first time the respondent had been brought before a Court and it should be treated as a first offender. It is to be noted that when warned in September 1987 of the possibility of prosecution the responent did not default again.

I	bear	in	mind	all	the	relevant	factors,	both mitigating and aggravating.	They include:-
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	The respondent has been shown administrative leniency under s.221N, and it is not unfair to calculate on the basis of the 20% flat penalty.


	The total amount	involved	in	the	10	offences	was


$10295, the delays in payment were from 1 to 5 months, and all payments had been remitted before the prosecution was instituted.

	The offence-• cannot · be classified as a "serious" example of this type of offence.


-i4) _,· Because- -of:..." the·• S-andfords:!.,: 9enuine·,-m s't.ake.- .· ::1:_ht;!. r
: behaviour ·-·-cannot	be	· classified	as	deliberate "persistent offending".

	The lack of a warning to the respondent that it faced prosecution, at any time in the period November 1986 - August 1987, when the offences were being committed.


	The matters generally put forward in mitigation, at pp.23-24.


As to the maximum penalty of $25000 for each offence, for the reasons set out by von Doussa J in FCT v Manos Breeder Farms Pty Ltd (supra) I do not regard it a relevant consideration. I note in passing that the Full court in
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McMillan v Bierwirth	(supra) considered that an increase of
$1190 above a "starting point" of $3310 was not an inadequate provision for general deterrence, in the case of a group employer with 7 relevant prior convictions.

I consider that bearing in mind all the relevant factors in the case, the penalty imposed by his Worship should be increased by $500 to take into account the need for an element of general deterrence. In the result the penalty imposed is below the "starting point", a result which Johnston J in McMillan v Bierwirth at p.3 considered "one would not expect to find in many cases", but one which was contemplated by von Doussa J-,in Bierwirth v McMillan at
p.394 (see p.14), and which flow·s ·from the fac.tors in this particular case.

Accordingly, I allow the appeal against inadequacy of the penalty, quash the single fine of $1500, and substitute a single fine of $2000.

I draw attention to 2 matters.


First, the appellant contended that his Worship failed to give sufficient weight to the need that penalties for Commonwealth offences throughout Australia be consistent. This presupposes a tariff in this type of case, an approach which has been rejected. I consider that in this type of
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case consistency in the approach to sentencing is desirable; a consistent approach, following the guidelines in McMillan v Bierwirth (supra), will necessarily result in different penalties, as von Doussa J pointed out in Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at p.397, but it is a consistency in approach which is required. I have indicated that I consider his Worship approached the question of penalty in this case in the correct way, apart from failing to take into account the need for general deterrence.

Second, when the ground of appeal is that a penalty is
manifestly inadequate, even though sentencing does  not proceed on a tarif-f- basis, it wi-11 usually- be: necessary ·to·
,place	adequate relevant t::omparative ifentencing information, -- where available, before the appellate Court.-		See	R v Anzac (supra)		at	pp.12-13; Tarry v Pryce (1987) 24 A.Crim.R_. 3.94 at pp.400-402; and the observations	cited		by		Martin J		in Richardson v Sweeney,	(unreported),		24	November		1987, at pp.16-22.		It would be necessary of	course		that	any	such
materials disclosed the amounts withheld and the duration of delay in the particular cases, as well as other factors relevant to the exercise of the sentencing discretion; see pp.15-16 and the observations of von Doussa Jin Bierwirth v McMillan (supra) at pp.395-6. Gradually, no doubt, such materials will become readily available, as courts' computer software becomes better able to provide relevant sentencing.
information.
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Orders as indicated.
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